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learn what is Tally ERP 9 (Tally 9 ERP 9).. to plan the operations, send the bills, and maintain a book that

involves inventory, customerÂ .Q: Django: Large Single SQL Query I've got two models: class
Survey(models.Model): owner = models.ForeignKey(User) title = models.CharField(max_length=200,

default='') description = models.TextField(default='') owner_id = models.IntegerField(default=1)
date_created = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=True) location = models.TextField(default='') class

SurveyRating(models.Model): survey = models.ForeignKey(Survey) rating =
models.IntegerField(default=1) I am attempting to return the list of survey items along with the list of

ratings associated to the survey items. The SQL that will be needed is: SELECT surveys.id, surveys.title,
surveys.owner, surveys.description, surveys.date_created, surveys.location, surveys.owner_id FROM

surveys INNER JOIN survey_ratings ON surveys.id = survey_ratings.survey_id WHERE surveys.owner = 1
ORDER BY surveys.date_created DESC I'm then trying to pass that to this template using: survey_list =

Survey.objects.all() my_ratings = SurveyRating.objects.filter(survey = survey_list[0]) return
render_to_resp(request=request, template_name='index.html',
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